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Impetus Behind This Effort

- Availability of MTA BusTime and GPS Data
- The need to establish a casual relationship between Bus speeds and congestion or other factors
- Fascination with visualization
- The potential of Data Analytics/Data Mining/Machine Learning
The Data

- MTA’s General Transit Speed Specification (GTFS)
- MTA’s BusTime archived data for three months – 8/1/2014 to 10/31/2014
- Every day 5 million bus location points
- Data size: 800 MB/day

Source: http://blog.openplans.org/2012/08/the-openplans-guide-to-gtfs-data/
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Trajectory Visuals Summary

- Bus motion is 100% described
  - Position, speed
  - Dwell time? (probably not)

- Timetable adherence is also evident

- Additional observations
  - Bus bunching
  - Congestion
Two Dimensional Frequency Plot
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Next Steps

- We have produced descriptive statistics
- We are missing causality. Why things happen?
- We need to integrate other data sources
- Can we locate outliers?
- Can we apply predictive analytics? In real-time?
Summary of Insights

- Bus Speeds are 1 mph lower than scheduled speeds in fall 2014
- There is a ~50% chance a bus starts its trip less than 5 minutes late
- There is a 35% chance a bus ends its trip less than 5 minutes late
- Stop delays don’t differ significantly between weekdays and weekends
- Buses are slightly more punctual in early morning
- There is 20% chance a bus arrives early at a stop
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